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Romanian Railways'
GIS Technology at Heart of Centralized

With a successful pilot now operational in Bucharest, the Romanian National Railways

Company (CFR) is embarking on one of the most ambitious railway automation pro-

grams ever proposed in Eastern Europe. CFR’s Integrated Railways Information System

(IRIS) will utilize GIS technology and a centralized database structure to support appli-

cations relating to all of its primary business units.

By Kevin P. Corbley

CFR manages the infrastructure, mainte-
nance and operations for the entire 22,201
kilometers of railroad tracks in Romania.
This network of track, along with its inven-
tory of rolling stock, carries freight and pas-
sengers throughout the nation and connects
with the international rail lines of other
neighboring countries. Commerce throughout
Eastern Europe relies on the safe and effi-
cient operation of CFR’s system.

Tumultuous

Like many of its neighbors, Romania’s rail-
way history has been marked by a tumul-
tuous series of construction phases followed
by years of destruction. The railway dates
back to the creation of the Romanian state
in the mid-1800s. In those early days, the
railway was an economic necessity for the
transport of Romanian coal to port towns for

exporting. The system was severely damaged
in World War I, but following unification of
the Romanian nation immediately afterwards,
the railway was subject to intense develop-
ment and took its place among the new
nation’s most important commercial enterpris-
es. However, World War II saw much of this

development torn asunder. Many bridges,
viaducts, tunnels and stations were complete-
ly destroyed in battles and bombings.

From the close of World War II until the pre-
sent, Romania has maintained an unwaver-
ing commitment to expanding and improv-
ing its network of rails. In that time,
thousands of kilometers of track have been
laid, and hundreds of stations and rail yards
have been expanded and equipped with the
latest in rail mechanization. "Throughout its
railroad history, Romania has made every
attempt to implement state-of-the-art tech-
nology to make the system more efficient
and to improve the reliability and comfort of
its passenger service," said Mrs. Dorina
Mironescu, Head of CFR Information
Technology Center and IRIS Project Director.

Automating the Rails

In the past decade, CFR has moved toward
automating some of the management and
operational functions of the railroad. These
projects, while successful, have resulted in a
series of "application islands." There has
been no sharing of data or information
among the automated systems. In devising
plans for IRIS, CFR realized that integration
and interoperability were the keys to yield-
ing benefits from a major investment in a
new system. The CFR goal was to integrate
the data pertaining to its six primary busi-
ness activities into a single database that
would feed information to a variety of auto-
mated systems and applications.

The six CFR business sectors include:

• Infrastructure – covers the activities relat-
ing to construction, maintenance and
repairs of railway lines, bridges, tunnels,
signaling and other automated systems.

• Freight – deals with all operations con-
cerning marketing, transport contract
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management, loading and unloading of
freight rail wagons.

• Passengers – focuses on increasing rider-
ship on the railroad. It performs its own
marketing studies and forecasts, estab-
lishes passenger tariff variants and con-
ducts cost, revenue and expense analysis.

• Rolling Stock – oversees maintenance and
repairs for locomotives, wagons, and
coaches.

• Traffic – covers all operations relating to
train movements and locomotive alloca-
tion.

• Real Estate – ensures the operation and
capitalization of railway properties such
as hotels, restaurants, holiday grounds,
sleeping cars and restaurant cars.

CFR selected Oracle as the central database
technology and awarded the prime contract
for IRIS system integration to Fjitsu Services,
formerly International Computers Ltd. (ICL)
of Romania. Fujitsu immediately subcontract-
ed to Intergraph Germany with support from
Intergraph Computer Services of Romania,
an Intergraph Team GeoMedia Registered
Solutions Provider, to provide the turnkey
geospatial segment for IRIS.

Integrating GIS and ERP

With the stated objectives of maintaining
cost controls, optimizing rolling stock man-
agement and improving overall customer
service, CFR provided funding for an initial
pilot in Bucharest with plans to expand
nationwide. One of the turnkey applications
proposed and implemented for the project
is called the Infrastructure Management
Application (IMA). This application substan-
tially leverages the GIS technology provided
by the Intergraph team with the objectives
of:
• Providing a geographical and relational

inventory for all infrastructure assets,
• Maintaining geographic maps and survey

plans for the railway network,
• Managing work, maintenance and other

projects,
• Monitoring costs.

Project participants devised a plan to create
the IMA with the ability to achieve these
objectives through the integration of two

separate packages – the
GeoRail solution from Intergraph
and MP5i from DataStream of
the United Kingdom.
DataStream is a well-known
provider of enterprise resource
planning (ERP) packages, and
MP5i is an ERP that has been
modified especially for railroad
applications. The job of an ERP
is to manage projects, monitor
costs and maintain a relational
inventory. In short, it can han-
dle all of the non-geographical
requirements of the IMA. The
GeoRail solution was considered
the ideal complement to MP5i
in the IMA because it is a
geospatial infrastructure man-
agement tool, built by
Intergraph Germany on top of
Intergraph’s GeoMedia technolo-
gy to serve the needs of the
transportation industry. 

Difficult to Manage 

Managing information related to
linear networks such as railway
systems has traditionally been
difficult in the GIS environment.
The difficulty arises from the
fact that a GIS by its nature
handles each rail line in the
network as a single feature
regardless of its length. In the
real world, however, the
attributes describing a long rail
line do not necessarily apply to
the entire stretch of track.
Properly maintaining the rela-
tionship between attributes and
line segments strains the capa-
bilities of many GIS packages.
However, the solution is capable
of separating and managing the
many relationships pertaining to
various rail lines and segments
of track. "With MP5i handling
the text information relating to
infrastructure, and the GeoRail
solution managing the geospa-
tial information, the IRIS
Infrastructure Management

Figure 1:  Navigating within the system environment – major track
lines and stations 

Figure 2: Navigating within the system environment – without back-
ground image 

Figure 3: Engineering maps used for primary data collection and main-
tenance tasks 

Figure 4: Editing a track object simultaneously in both GeoRail and
MP5i databases 
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System became a powerful turnkey tool,"
said Mironescu. "They were integrated to
share and update data between them and
with the centralized database."

A GIS for Railways

All IRIS users will access IMA through the
GeoRail solution, which is based on
GeoMedia Professional. It links directly to
the Oracle database in Bucharest via a high-
speed dedicated telecommunications net-
work. Operating at 155 MB per second, this
network utilizes 4,000 kilometers of fiber
optics to connect all regional offices with
the Bucharest headquarters. Perhaps most
importantly for IRIS, the solution can tap
into a database and utilize data sets in a
variety of formats and file types. This was
crucial since the IRIS database will eventual-
ly contain not only raster and vector spatial
data relating to the rail network, but also all
of the text data pertaining to business oper-
ations. "Open architecture was a priority for
CFR, as it should be for any project involv-
ing integration of multiple files and business
functions," said Mironescu. Through
GeoMedia, the solution also provided the
data capture functions necessary to build
the base map for the geospatial portion of
the system. Intergraph Romania has worked
extensively in mapping projects throughout
the country and provided scanning and digi-
tizing services to convert 1:1000-scale paper
maps. This GeoMedia-technology based
solution was then used to capture railway
features from these maps – rails, signals,
telecommunication elements, power supply
equipment, and land register details, and
add them as layers to the GIS. One of the
most important achievements in the
Infrastructure Management Application is the
integration between the two applications:
MP5i and the GeoRail solution. The two
databases are connected in such a way that
a user can query infrastructure objects from
one application to the other and extract

useful information for
graphical display. It is
possible, for example, to
create a query with the
GeoRail solution using
an attribute from MP5i.
In addition, any object
that is created in MP5i
will be announced in the
GeoRail solution and
vice versa. In this way
both databases will be
updated continuously,
one from other. The cen-

tral database is kept up-to-date by infras-
tructure maintenance crews around the
country communicating with Bucharest
through the network.

Taking IRIS Nationwide

"With the pilot now underway, IMA has
been used by many in the CFR Information
Technology Center, and the overall opinion
is that it is very good and provides a critical
tool to help them do their job more effi-

ciently," said Gabriel Mitroi, IRIS Project
Manager. Current plans call for expanding
IRIS beyond Bucharest to include all of the
regional offices operated by CFR. The total
cost of this rollout is expected to be $43
million (U.S.) including $35 million in fund-
ing from the World Bank. The remainder will
be paid by CFR. Nationwide rollout will com-
mence this year.
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